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How does computer programming 
support mathematical reasoning, 

and visa-versa?
In this session we will review the connections 
between programming, mathematics content, and 
the standards for mathematical practice. 

We will discuss and brainstorm specific ways 
that mathematics can be integrated into computer 
programming contexts.



Three types of math + programming 
activities

1. Focus on math in the context of 
games & sims 

2. Using programs to generate mathematical 
data, patterns, etc.

3. Math explicit activities
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Using	AgentCubes Online	tools
https://www.agentcubesonline.com/project/847497



Math	in	Games		
Plot	Agents	Attribute	&	Map	to	color

ØBuilding	in	mathematical	representations	to	see	
algorithms	at	work





Posing	mathematical	questions

Frogger game	in	ACO	(Courtesy	of	Jeff	Bush)

https://www.agentcubesonline.com/project/848477



If	you	can	build	Frogger,	can	you	make	a	simulation?
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Mathematics	generated	by	sims

https://www.agentcubesonline.com/project/848146





Use	the	Ecosystem	Sim

• Open	the	simulations	properties	
• Run	the	simulation	to	generate	data
• Export	to	Excel	or	Google	Sheets
• Create	a	plot	of	the	data
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Key Phrase Instances

Modeling 45

Techno* 153

Computational
Thinking

32

Simulation 48

Designing 104

Next Generation Science Standards



What is Computational Thinking?



Operationalizing Computational Thinking
◆ Computational thinking (CT) is a problem-solving process 

that includes (but is not limited to) the following characteristics:

◆ Formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a computer and 
other tools to help solve them. 

◆ Logically organizing and analyzing data 
◆ Representing data through abstractions such as models and simulations 
◆ Automating solutions through algorithmic thinking
◆ Identifying, analyzing, and implementing possible solutions with the 

goal of achieving the most efficient and effective combination of steps 
and resources

◆ Generalizing and transferring this problem solving process to a wide 
variety of problems

Source: http://www.iste.org/docs/ct-documents/computational-thinking-operational-definition-flyer.pdf?sfvrsn=2



Computational Thinking Enhanced by…

◆ Confidence in dealing with complexity
◆ Persistence in working with difficult problems
◆ Tolerance for ambiguity
◆ The ability to deal with open ended problems
◆ The ability to communicate and work with others to 

achieve a common goal or solution

Source: http://www.iste.org/docs/ct-documents/computational-thinking-operational-definition-flyer.pdf?sfvrsn=2



Common Core State Standards 
Mathematical Practices

◆ Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
◆ Reason abstractly and quantitatively
◆ Model with mathematics
◆ Construct viable arguments & critique the reasoning of others
◆ Use appropriate tools strategically
◆ Attend to precision
◆ Look for and make use of structure
◆ Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning



Making Math Explicit 
Mathematics resources for Agentsheets

Google Search: 
Agentsheets Reference Manual  

{page 134 – math formula syntax}

http://www.agentsheets.com/Documentation/Reference-Manual.pdf
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Mathematically	explicit	activities

Recommend	focusing	on	the	following	content:
• Probability	and	data	analysis
• Patterns	and	functions
• Modeling	in	mathematics



Representing	Probability	

Use	edit	to	play	and	read	through	the	code

https://www.agentcubesonline.com/project/846287

846643	(2	dice)



Representing	Functions

https://www.agentcubesonline.com/project/73150

Use	edit	mode
Cycle	through	the	following	worlds	and	play:
1. Constant	change
2. No	change
3. Proportional	Change
Explore	the	code	to	figure	out	how	these	are	created



Exploration	of	transformational	geometry

https://www.agentcubesonline.com/project/833845



Questions?
What	are	your	mathematical	goals	for

Grade	level	content	and/or	
Standards	for	Math	Practice?

What	are	your	computational	thinking	goals?
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